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Abstract
This paper derives forecasts for euro area real GDP growth based on a bottom up 
approach from the production side. That is, GDP is forecast via the forecasts of value 
added across the different branches of activity, which is quite new in the literature. Linear 
regression models in the form of bridge equations are applied. In these models earlier 
available monthly indicators are used to bridge the gap of missing GDP data. The process 
of selecting the best performing equations is accomplished as a pseudo real time fore-
casting exercise, i.e. due account is taken of the pattern of available monthly variables 
over the forecast cycle. Moreover, by applying a very systematic procedure the best 
performing equations are selected from a pool of thousands of test bridge equations. Our 
modelling approach, finally, includes a further novelty which should be of particular 
interest to practitioners. In practice, forecasts for a particular quarter of GDP generally 
spread over a prolonged period of several months. We explore whether over this forecast 
cycle, where GDP is repeatedly forecast, the same set of equations or different ones 
should be used. Changing the set of bridge equations over the forecast cycle could be 
superior to keeping the same set of equations, as the relative merit of the included 
monthly indictors may shift over time owing to differences in their data characteristics. 
Overall, the models derived in this forecast exercise clearly outperform the benchmark 
models. The variables selected in the best equations for different situations over the 
forecast cycle vary substantially and the achieved results confirm the conjecture that 
allowing the variables in the bridge equations to differ over the forecast cycle can lead to 
substantial improvements in the forecast accuracy. 
Keywords: Forecasting, bridge equations, euro area, GDP, bottom up approach 
JEL classification: C22, C52, C53, E27 5
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the  GDP  forecast.  Baffigli,  Golinelli  and  Parigi  (2002)  have  taken  up  the  disaggregated 
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quarterȱofȱinterestȱareȱforecastȱwithȱtimeȱseriesȱmodels.ȱInȱaȱsecondȱstep,ȱquarterlyȱGDPȱ
growthȱ isȱ predictedȱ basedȱ onȱ theȱ quarterlyȱ aggregatesȱ ofȱ theȱ alreadyȱ availableȱ andȱ
(otherwise)ȱpredictedȱmonthlyȱvariables.ȱAȱfurtherȱspecialtyȱofȱourȱapproachȱisȱtheȱeffortȱweȱ
putȱ inȱ findingȱ theȱ bestȱ performingȱ bridgeȱ equations.ȱ Byȱ applyingȱ aȱ veryȱ systematicȱ
















clearlyȱ turnsȱ outȱ thatȱ theȱ forecastȱ accuracyȱ isȱ higherȱ forȱ theȱ equationsȱ thatȱ areȱ moreȱ
specificallyȱselectedȱtoȱforecastȱGDPȱatȱparticularȱstagesȱoverȱtheȱforecastȱcycleȱcomparedȱtoȱ
theȱequationsȱthatȱareȱkeptȱunchangedȱoverȱtheȱwholeȱcycle.ȱThisȱconfirmsȱtheȱconjectureȱthatȱ
changingȱ theȱ setȱ ofȱ equationsȱ overȱ theȱ forecastȱ cycleȱ isȱ superiorȱ toȱ keepingȱ theȱ sameȱ





thanȱ inȱ industryȱ andȱ construction,ȱ whichȱ mostȱ likelyȱ reflectsȱ theȱ scarcityȱ andȱ qualityȱ ofȱ
monthlyȱhardȱdataȱinȱservicesȱcomparedȱtoȱindustryȱandȱconstruction.ȱȱ7
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1. Introductionȱ











Differentȱ typesȱ ofȱ forecastingȱ modelsȱ haveȱ beenȱ appliedȱ inȱ theȱ literatureȱ toȱ takeȱ upȱ thisȱ
challenge.ȱ Theseȱ include,ȱ inȱ particular,ȱ linearȱ regressionȱ modelsȱ andȱ factorȱ models.ȱ Theȱ










Moreover,ȱ aȱ forecastȱ atȱ disaggregateȱ levelȱ containsȱ theȱ advantageȱ ofȱ alsoȱ providingȱ
backgroundȱinformationȱonȱtheȱdriversȱofȱtheȱoutcomeȱofȱtheȱGDPȱforecast.ȱBaffigli,ȱGolinelliȱ












toȱ theȱ demandȱ sideȱ approach.ȱ Theȱ benefitsȱ ofȱ applyingȱ bothȱ approachesȱ includeȱ theȱ
possibilityȱ ofȱaccomplishingȱaȱmoreȱencompassingȱanalysisȱofȱtheȱsourcesȱofȱaȱparticularȱ
outcomeȱofȱGDP.ȱItȱcanȱforȱexampleȱbeȱanalysedȱwhetherȱGDPȱgrowthȱmayȱbeȱweakȱdueȱtoȱ
subduedȱ growthȱ inȱ aȱ specificȱ expenditureȱ component,ȱ orȱ whetherȱ thisȱ mayȱ resultȱ fromȱ
structuralȱ problemsȱ orȱ shocksȱ toȱ aȱ particularȱ economicȱ sector.ȱ Moreover,ȱ runningȱ bothȱ
approachesȱcontemporaneouslyȱnotȱonlyȱhelpsȱtoȱdetectȱtheȱstoriesȱbehindȱtheȱoutcomeȱofȱ




plausibilityȱ ofȱ theȱ resultsȱ andȱ toȱ detectȱ inconsistencies,ȱ inȱ particular,ȱ inȱ caseȱ ofȱ forecastȱ
deviations.ȱWithȱthisȱinformationȱinȱmind,ȱitȱmayȱalsoȱbeȱeasierȱtoȱdrawȱconclusionsȱonȱtheȱ
relativeȱtrustworthinessȱofȱtheȱdeviatingȱforecastsȱatȱthatȱstage.ȱMoreȱgenerally,ȱgivenȱtheȱ
largerȱ amountȱ ofȱ specificȱ conjuncturalȱ indicatorsȱ forȱ branchesȱ ofȱ activityȱ comparedȱ withȱ









growthȱ isȱ predictedȱ basedȱ onȱ theȱ quarterlyȱ aggregatesȱ ofȱ theȱ alreadyȱ availableȱ andȱ
(otherwise)ȱpredictedȱmonthlyȱvariables.ȱAȱfurtherȱspecialtyȱofȱourȱapproachȱisȱtheȱeffortȱweȱ9
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putȱ inȱ findingȱ theȱ bestȱ performingȱ bridgeȱ equations.ȱ Byȱ applyingȱ aȱ veryȱ systematicȱ
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formedȱ forȱ eachȱ ofȱ theseȱ sectorsȱ basedȱ onȱ allȱ possibleȱ combinationsȱ ofȱ theȱ preȬselectedȱ
sectoralȱindicatorȱvariables.ȱNext,ȱaȱforecastȱcompetitionȱisȱconductedȱbetweenȱtheȱbridgeȱ
equationsȱ andȱ theȱ bestȱ equationsȱ evaluatedȱ inȱ termsȱ ofȱ theirȱ rootȱ meanȱ squaredȱ errorsȱ






amountȱ ofȱ dataȱ isȱ available,ȱ theȱ inclusionȱ ofȱ allȱ possiblyȱ usefulȱ variablesȱ inȱ theȱ bridgeȱ
equationsȱisȱinfeasible,ȱbutȱaȱpreȬselectionȱofȱindicatorsȱhasȱtoȱbeȱconducted.ȱThisȱisȱdoneȱinȱ
theȱ frameworkȱ ofȱ aȱ correlationȱ analysisȱ betweenȱ theȱ respectiveȱ targetȱ variablesȱ (sectoralȱ
valueȱaddedȱgrowth)ȱandȱallȱpotentialȱsectoralȱindicatorȱvariables,ȱtakingȱintoȱaccountȱnotȱ
onlyȱ contemporaneousȱ relationships,ȱ butȱ alsoȱ leadingȱ indicatorȱ propertiesȱ asȱ wellȱ asȱ
differentȱdataȱtransformationsȱforȱsomeȱindicatorȱvariables.ȱȱ11
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orders,ȱ tradeȱ andȱ labourȱ marketȱ data,ȱ whereȱ available,ȱ asȱ wellȱ asȱ surveyȱ dataȱ fromȱ theȱ











theȱ ECȱ andȱ theȱ PMȱ surveysȱ andȱ tradeȱ data.ȱ Theȱ amountȱ ofȱ variablesȱ selectedȱ forȱ theȱ
constructionȱsectorȱisȱratherȱscarce,ȱreflectingȱtheȱlimitedȱdataȱavailabilityȱforȱthisȱsectorȱandȱ
theȱratherȱlowȱcorrelationȱofȱsomeȱconstructionȱindicatorsȱwithȱvalueȱaddedȱgrowthȱinȱthatȱ
sector.ȱ Theȱ variablesȱ chosenȱ include,ȱ inȱ particular,ȱ constructionȱ production,ȱ someȱ surveyȱ
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mightȱ notȱ beȱ stableȱ whenȱ changingȱ theȱ sample.ȱ Inȱ thatȱ respect,ȱ onlyȱ futureȱ forecastȱ
performanceȱmayȱconfirmȱtheȱresultsȱderivedȱwithȱourȱapproach.ȱȱ
2.3. Frameworkȱofȱforecastȱcompetitionȱandȱevaluationȱ
























































Inȱ practice,ȱ forecastsȱ forȱ GDPȱ inȱ aȱ particularȱ quarterȱ spreadȱ overȱ anȱ extendedȱ periodȱ ofȱ
severalȱmonthsȱinȱwhichȱtheȱGDPȱfigureȱforȱthisȱquarterȱisȱrepeatedlyȱforecastȱbasedȱonȱaȱ15
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theȱ previousȱ two.ȱ Inȱ thisȱ approachȱ theȱ bestȱ performingȱ equationsȱ forȱ theȱ twoȱ monthlyȱ
situationsȱinȱtheȱforecastȱcycleȱwhichȱareȱtrueȱ“forecasts”,ȱforȱtheȱthreeȱmonthlyȱsituationsȱ
whichȱ areȱ “nowcasts”ȱ andȱ forȱ theȱ twoȱ monthlyȱ situationsȱ whichȱ areȱ “backcasts”ȱ areȱ











M3ȱ denoteȱ inȱ whichȱ monthȱ ofȱ theȱ currentȱ quarterȱ theȱ forecastȱ isȱ conducted,ȱ whileȱ theȱ
shortcutsȱLQ,ȱCQȱandȱNQȱindicateȱwhetherȱtheȱforecastȱofȱGDPȱrefersȱtoȱtheȱlastȱquarter,ȱ







Toȱ sumȱ up,ȱ theȱ lastȱ stepȱ ofȱ theȱ forecastȱ evaluationȱ andȱ selectionȱ procedureȱ entailsȱ theȱ
selectionȱandȱfineȬtuningȱofȱtheȱrespectiveȱtenȱbestȱbridgeȱequationsȱforȱeachȱsectorȱbasedȱonȱ
theirȱRMSEȱforȱallȱofȱtheȱaboveȱmentionedȱelevenȱdifferentȱforecastȱcases,ȱi.eȱforȱtheȱcaseȱofȱ










ofȱ severalȱ benchmarkȱ modelsȱ (AR(1)ȱ andȱ AR(4)ȱ models,ȱ naïveȱ andȱ unchangedȱ averageȱ








Theȱ threeȱ remainingȱ componentsȱ ofȱ GDPȱ (i.e.ȱ valueȱ addedȱ inȱ otherȱ servicesȱ andȱ inȱ
agricultureȱ andȱ taxesȱ lessȱ subsidiesȱ onȱ products),ȱ whichȱ areȱ notȱ appropriateȱ forȱ bridgeȱ
equationȱforecastsȱdueȱtoȱthe lackȱofȱmonthlyȱindicatorȱvariables,ȱareȱforecastȱbyȱARȱmodels.

















forecastȱ performanceȱ ofȱ theȱ bridgeȱ equationsȱ andȱ ofȱ theȱ modelsȱ forȱ theȱ remainingȱ
















variablesȱ overȱ theȱ forecastingȱ cycle.ȱ Atȱ theȱ sameȱ time,ȱ theȱ patternȱ ofȱ selectedȱ variablesȱ
appearsȱconsistentȱacrossȱtheȱequationsȱforȱtheȱmonthlyȱandȱquarterlyȱforecastȱsituationsȱasȱ
wellȱasȱwithȱtheȱuniformȱsituation.ȱȱ
Startingȱ withȱ theȱ industrialȱ sector,ȱ theȱ setȱ ofȱ selectedȱ variablesȱ inȱ theȱ equationsȱ forȱ theȱ
monthlyȱandȱquarterlyȱsituationsȱshowsȱthatȱatȱtheȱearlierȱstagesȱofȱtheȱforecastȱcycle,ȱwhenȱ
noȱorȱonlyȱlittleȱinformationȱaboutȱtheȱforecastedȱquarterȱisȱavailableȱ(i.e.ȱwhenȱnextȱquarterȱ
GDPȱ isȱ forecast),ȱ ECȱ surveysȱ andȱ theȱ changeȱ inȱ theȱ unemploymentȱ rateȱ areȱ importantȱ
variables.ȱ Asȱ theȱ forecastȱ cycleȱ movesȱ onȱ toȱ forecastingȱ theȱ currentȱ quarterȱ ECȱ surveysȱ
remainȱimportantȱbutȱPMȱsurveysȱbecomeȱimportantȱasȱwell.ȱAsȱsuspectedȱandȱconsistentȱ
withȱtheȱfactorȱmodelȱresultsȱofȱBanburaȱandȱRünstlerȱ(2007)ȱandȱCamachoȱandȱPerezȬQuirosȱ












constructionȱ areȱ importantȱ forȱ theȱ nextȱ andȱ currentȱ quarterȱ forecasts.ȱ Buildingȱ permitsȱ
becomeȱimportantȱwhenȱitȱcomesȱtoȱforecastingȱcurrentȱandȱlastȱquarterȱconstructionȱvalueȱ20
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dataȱ takesȱ effectȱ onlyȱ atȱ theȱ latestȱ stages,ȱ i.e.ȱ whenȱ itȱ isȱ alreadyȱ backedȱ byȱ publishedȱ
information.ȱWithȱregardȱtoȱtheȱuniformȱequations,ȱtheȱmostȱfrequentlyȱselectedȱvariablesȱareȱ
ECȱandȱPMȱsurveysȱforȱconstructionȱandȱbuildingȱpermits.ȱGivenȱtheirȱrelevanceȱonlyȱatȱtheȱ






surveys,ȱ trade,ȱ exchangeȱ rateȱ andȱ turnoverȱ dataȱ appearȱ toȱ haveȱ theȱ largestȱ explanatoryȱ




wholeȱ forecastȱ cycleȱ andȱ areȱ alsoȱ theȱ mostȱ selectedȱ variablesȱ inȱ theȱ uniformȱ equations.ȱ





overviewȱ ofȱ theȱ RMSEsȱ ofȱ theȱ forecastsȱ fromȱ theȱ bestȱ equationsȱ forȱ valueȱ addedȱ inȱ theȱ



































LQ.ȱ Thisȱ featureȱ appliesȱ systematicallyȱ toȱ allȱ forecastȱ situationsȱ overȱ theȱ forecastȱ cycleȱ forȱ theȱ
industrialȱ andȱ servicesȱ sector,ȱ whereasȱ thereȱ areȱ aȱfewȱ exceptionsȱ forȱ theȱ construction,ȱ tradeȱ andȱ
transportationȱservicesȱandȱfinancialȱandȱbusinessȱservicesȱsectors.ȱThisȱcouldȱpotentiallyȱbeȱrelatedȱtoȱ
theȱ qualityȱ andȱ coȬmovementȱ ofȱ theȱ monthlyȱ indicatorsȱ chosenȱ forȱ theseȱ sectorsȱ orȱ likewiseȱ theȱ
forecastȱaccuracyȱofȱtheirȱextrapolations.ȱȱ22
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equationsȱisȱbestȱinȱtheȱmiddleȱpartȱofȱtheȱcycle,ȱi.e.ȱwhenȱcurrentȱquarterȱGDPȱisȱforecast.ȱ








fromȱ theȱ tenȱ bestȱ equationsȱ areȱ inȱ manyȱ casesȱ evenȱ betterȱ thanȱ thoseȱ ofȱ theȱ veryȱ bestȱ













nextȱ quarterȱ valueȱ addedȱ inȱ theȱ firstȱ forecastȱ month.ȱ Thisȱ comparesȱ withȱ anȱ averageȱ
quarterlyȱgrowthȱrateȱofȱvalueȱaddedȱinȱindustryȱofȱ0.5%ȱ(sinceȱtheȱmidȬ1990s)ȱandȱRMSEsȱofȱ
theȱARȱbenchmarkȱmodelsȱofȱaroundȱ0.57ȱtoȱ0.62.ȱNextȱquarterȱRMSEsȱareȱforȱallȱbridgeȱ
equationsȱ relativelyȱ highȱ (atȱ aroundȱ 0.46ȱ forȱ theȱ monthlyȱ andȱ quarterlyȱ equationsȱ andȱ



































andȱ constructionȱ andȱ alsoȱ theȱ declinesȱ inȱ theȱ RMSEsȱ overȱ theȱ forecastȱ cycleȱ areȱ muchȱ
smaller,ȱagainȱreflectingȱtheȱdataȱsituationȱforȱtheȱservicesȱsectors.ȱȱ24
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3.3 ForecastȱperformanceȱofȱtheȱotherȱcomponentsȱandȱGDPȱ
Theȱ componentȱ “otherȱ services”ȱ isȱ forecastȱ withȱ ARȱ modelsȱ andȱ aȱ modelȱ thatȱ includesȱ
governmentȱ consumptionȱ (seeȱ Tableȱ 22).ȱ Theȱ RMSEȱ ofȱ theȱ latterȱ modelȱ (0.14)ȱ isȱ slightlyȱ
lowerȱthanȱthatȱofȱtheȱARȱmodelsȱ(0.14ȱ–ȱ0.15)ȱandȱisȱrelativelyȱlowȱalsoȱinȱrelationȱtoȱtheȱ







Theȱ forecastsȱ ofȱ theȱ bestȱ performingȱ modelsȱ forȱ theȱ otherȱ componentsȱ finallyȱ enterȱ theȱ
overallȱGDPȱforecasts.ȱWhenȱcomparingȱtheȱRMSEsȱfromȱtheȱdirectȱandȱtheȱindirectȱ(i.e.ȱtheȱ
approachȱ basedȱ onȱ servicesȱ subȬsectors)ȱ forecastsȱ forȱ GDPȱ generallyȱ onlyȱ veryȱ minorȱ
differencesȱinȱtheȱforecastȱperformanceȱareȱvisible.ȱTheȱRMSEsȱfromȱtheȱindirectȱforecastȱ
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withȱ theȱ uniformȱ equations.ȱ Third,ȱ noȱ clearȱ differencesȱ areȱ visibleȱ asȱ regardsȱ theȱ





theȱ forecastȱ accuracyȱ ofȱ theȱ monthlyȱ equationsȱ wasȱ somewhatȱ betterȱ thanȱ thatȱ ofȱ theȱ
quarterlyȱequations,ȱtheirȱvolatilityȱappearsȱslightlyȱhigherȱwhichȱcouldȱmakeȱtheȱquarterlyȱ




sectors.ȱ Itȱ alsoȱ showsȱ theȱ strongerȱ improvementsȱ overȱ theȱ forecastȱ cycleȱ forȱ instanceȱ inȱ








equationsȱ overȱ theȱ forecastȱ cycleȱ appearsȱ superiorȱ toȱ keepingȱ theȱ sameȱ setȱ ofȱ equations,ȱ
futureȱpracticalȱexperienceȱwithȱtheȱequationsȱneedsȱtoȱsolveȱtheȱoutstandingȱquestions,ȱi.e.,ȱ
inȱparticular,ȱwhetherȱtoȱuseȱtheȱmonthlyȱorȱquarterlyȱequationsȱandȱwhetherȱtoȱincludeȱtheȱ
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ofȱtheȱpatternȱofȱavailableȱmonthlyȱvariablesȱoverȱtheȱforecastȱcycle.ȱMoreover,ȱbyȱapplyingȱaȱ
veryȱ systematicȱ procedureȱ theȱ bestȱ performingȱ equationsȱ areȱ selectedȱ fromȱ aȱ poolȱ ofȱ















clearlyȱ turnsȱ outȱ thatȱ theȱ forecastȱ accuracyȱ isȱ higherȱ forȱ theȱ equationsȱ thatȱ areȱ moreȱ
specificallyȱselectedȱtoȱforecastȱGDPȱatȱparticularȱstagesȱoverȱtheȱforecastȱcycleȱcomparedȱtoȱ





RMSEsȱ areȱ clearlyȱ higherȱ inȱ theȱ constructionȱ andȱ industrialȱ sectorsȱ thanȱ inȱ theȱ servicesȱ
sectors.ȱAtȱtheȱsameȱtime,ȱhowever,ȱtheȱimprovementȱinȱtheȱforecastȱaccuracyȱoverȱtheȱcycleȱ




extendingȱ theȱ bridgeȱ equationȱ analysisȱ toȱ theȱ productionȱ sideȱ ofȱ nationalȱ accounts.ȱ27
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Moreover,ȱbyȱintroducingȱtheȱideaȱofȱchangingȱforecastȱequationsȱoverȱtheȱforecastȱcycleȱandȱ








relativeȱ importanceȱ ofȱ theȱ variablesȱ inȱ theȱ equationsȱ couldȱ changeȱ andȱ theȱ processȱ ofȱ
selectingȱ theȱ bestȱ equationsȱ wouldȱ needȱ toȱ beȱ revisited.ȱ Weȱ leaveȱ thisȱ issueȱ forȱ futureȱ
research.ȱȱ28
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- trade and transportation services
- financial and business services
- other services

















Jan. Feb. March Sept. April May June July Aug.
1st fcst 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th
(1) Uniform equations 
(2) Monthly equations 
M2NQ M3NQ M1CQ M2CQ M3CQ M1LQ M2LQ
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Chartȱ3:ȱRMSEsȱacrossȱbranchesȱofȱactivityȱoverȱtheȱforecastȱcycleȱ
Industry excl. constr. Construction
Financial and business services Trade and transportation services
Total services - direct Total services - indirect
GDP - services direct GDP - services indirect
Note: For the bridge equations, the first (second) bar of each colour shows the best (average of 10 best)
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Chartȱ4:ȱComparisonȱofȱRMSEs:ȱdirectȱversusȱindirectȱapproachȱforȱservicesȱandȱGDPȱ
Services - direct versus indirect (average) GDP - direct versus indirect services (average)
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Chartȱ5:ȱFittedȱvaluesȱandȱoutcomeȱ–ȱIndustryȱ(excludingȱconstruction)ȱ
Industry excl. constr. (monthly equ., average) Industry excl. constr. (monthly equ., best equ.)
(quarterly growth rates) (quarterly growth rates)
Industry excl. constr. (quarterly equ., average) Industry excl. constr. (quarterly equ., best equ.)
(quarterly growth rates) (quarterly growth rates)
Industry excl. constr. (uniform equation, average) Industry excl. constr. (uniform equation, best equ.)
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Chartȱ6:ȱFittedȱvaluesȱandȱoutcomeȱȬȱConstructionȱ
Construction (monthly equ., average) Construction (monthly equ., best equ.)
(quarterly growth rates) (quarterly growth rates)
Construction (quarterly equ., average) Construction (quarterly equ., best equ.)
(quarterly growth rates) (quarterly growth rates)
Construction (uniform equation, average) Construction (uniform equation, best equ.)
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Chartȱ7:ȱFittedȱvaluesȱandȱoutcomeȱ–ȱServicesȱ(direct)ȱ
Services, direct (monthly equ., average) Services, direct (monthly equ., best equ.)
(quarterly growth rates) (quarterly growth rates)
Services, direct (quarterly equ., average) Services, direct (quarterly equ., best equ.)
(quarterly growth rates) (quarterly growth rates)
Services, direct (uniform equation, average) Services, direct (uniform equation, best equ.)
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Chartȱ8:ȱFittedȱvaluesȱandȱoutcomeȱ–ȱTradeȱandȱtransportationȱservicesȱ
Trade and transp. services (monthly equ., average) Trade and transp. services (monthly equ., best equ.)
(quarterly growth rates) (quarterly growth rates)
Trade and transp. services (quarterly equ., average) Trade and transp. services (quarterly equ., best equ.)
(quarterly growth rates) (quarterly growth rates)
Trade and transp. services (uniform equation, average) Trade and transp. services (uniform equation, best equ.)
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Chartȱ9:ȱFittedȱvaluesȱandȱoutcomeȱ–ȱFinancialȱandȱbusinessȱservicesȱ
Fin. and bus. services (monthly equ., average) Fin. and bus. services (monthly equ., best equ.)
(quarterly growth rates) (quarterly growth rates)
Fin. and bus. services (quarterly equ., average) Fin. and bus. services (quarterly equ., best equ.)
(quarterly growth rates) (quarterly growth rates)
Fin. and bus. services (uniform equation, average) Fin. and bus. services (uniform equation, best equ.)
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Chartȱ10:ȱFittedȱvaluesȱandȱoutcomeȱ–ȱServicesȱ(indirect)ȱ
Services (indirect)  (monthly equ., average) Services (indirect)  (monthly equ., best equ.)
(quarterly growth rates) (quarterly growth rates)
Services (indirect)  (quarterly equ., average) Services (indirect)  (quarterly equ., best equ.)
(quarterly growth rates) (quarterly growth rates)
Services (indirect)  (uniform equation, average) Services (indirect)  (uniform equation, best equ.)
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Chartȱ12:ȱFittedȱvaluesȱandȱoutcomeȱ–ȱGDPȱ(usingȱdirectȱforecastȱforȱservices)ȱ
GDP (with direct services) (monthly equ., average) GDP (with direct services) (monthly equ., best equ.)
(quarterly growth rates) (quarterly growth rates)
GDP (with direct services) (quarterly equ., average) GDP (with direct services) (quarterly equ., best equ.)
(quarterly growth rates) (quarterly growth rates)
GDP (with direct services) (uniform equation, average) GDP (with direct services) (uniform equation, best equ.)
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Chartȱ13:ȱFittedȱvaluesȱandȱoutcomeȱ–ȱGDPȱ(usingȱindirectȱforecastȱforȱservices)ȱ
GDP (with indirect services)  (monthly equ., average) GDP (with indirect services)  (monthly equ., best equ.)
(quarterly growth rates) (quarterly growth rates)
GDP (with indirect services)  (quarterly equ., average) GDP (with indirect services)  (quarterly equ., best equ.)
(quarterly growth rates) (quarterly growth rates)
GDP (with indirect services)  (uniform equation, average) GDP (with indirect services)  (uniform equation, best equ.)
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Tableȱ11:ȱSelectedȱvariablesȱ–ȱIndustryȱ(excludingȱconstruction)ȱ
M 2 N Q 40030 1 0 1 0 0
M3NQ 2 0 1 2 10 10 10 0
M 1 C Q 202498 1 0 2
M 2 C Q 000228 1 0 8
M 3 C Q 1 0 03112 1 0 1 0
M1LQ 10 0 4 1 10 0 2 10
M2LQ 10 0 3 0 10 0 5 10
N Q 40033 1 0 1 0 0
C Q 202242 1 0 1 0
LQ 10 0 4 0 10 0 4 10










M 2 N Q075220 1 0 1 0
M 3 N Q004390 1 0 1 0
M 1 C Q02 1 0 032 1 0 1 0
M 2 C Q00 1 0 230 1 0 1 0
M 3 C Q02 1 0 0405 1 0
M 1 L Q02 1 0 2203 1 0
M 2 L Q40 1 0 3033 1 0
N Q 045440 1 0 1 0
C Q 01 1 0 221 1 0 1 0
L Q 01 1 0 6303 1 0




Trade NEER Unempl. EC surveys PMI
ȱ
Tableȱ13:ȱSelectedȱvariablesȱ–ȱServicesȱ
M2NQ 0 2 5 8 10 10
M 3 N Q 2 602 1 0 8
M1CQ 0 5 1 10 9 10
M2CQ 1 10 10 9 1 9
M 3 C Q 0 1 01 01 0 0 1 0
M 1 L Q 6 7611 1 0
M 2 L Q 3 4941 1 0
N Q 5 318 1 0 5
C Q 1 1 01 01 0 0 9
L Q 6 7611 1 0
U 1 10 10 10 0 9
EC 
surveys PMI Turnover Trade NEER Unempl.
ȱ50
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Tableȱ14:ȱSelectedȱvariablesȱȬȱTradeȱandȱtransportationȱservicesȱ
M 2 N Q 83905 1 0
M 3 N Q 50 1 0 06 1 0
M 1 C Q 1 0 5406 1 0
M 2 C Q 90705 1 0
M 3 C Q 80 1 0 03 1 0
M 1 L Q 70 1 0 05 1 0
M 2 L Q 80 1 0 04 1 0
N Q 70 1 0 05 1 0
C Q 1 0 0707 1 0
L Q 70 1 0 04 1 0
U 10 0 10 0 4 10
EC 
surveys PMI Turnover Oil prices NEER Unempl.
ȱ
Tableȱ15:ȱSelectedȱvariablesȱȬȱFinancialȱandȱbusinessȱservicesȱ
M 2 N Q 3703 1 0
M 3 N Q 1033 1 0
M 1 C Q 0313 1 0
M 2 C Q 0132 1 0
M 3 C Q 0014 1 0
M 1 L Q 102 1 0 1 0
M 2 L Q 102 1 0 1 0
N Q 1014 1 0
C Q 0214 1 0
L Q 102 1 0 1 0
U 0430 1 0




















Industry EC consumer confidence ESI Industrial production  PMI services
unemployment rate PMI services  PMI composite oil prices
oil prices PMI rubber PMI services exports
production of energy unemployment rate oil prices prod. of consumer goods
ESI EC ind. conf. capital goods
Construction EC construction confidence EC construction confidence PMI construction EC construction confidence
PMI real estate, etc. Building permits Building permits Building permits
Building permits PMI real estate, etc.  PMI real estate, etc.  PMI real estate, etc. 
Imports intermed. Goods PMI construction
Construction production
Services EC consumer confidence Imports of intermed. goods Imports of intermed. goods unemployment rate
EC services confidence neer neer Imports of intermed. goods
unemployment rate unemployment rate PMI other business services neer
Turnover wholesale Turnover wholesale
Trade and transportation neer PMI hotels and rest. neer PMI hotels and rest.
PMI real estate etc. neer turnover wholesale neer
turnover wholesale turnover wholesale Pmi land, water, air PMI for manufacturing
PMI hotels and restaurants EC consumer confidence PMI land transportation turnover wholesale
EC services confidence PMI transportation EC consumer confidence
EC services confidence 
Financial and business PMI real estate, etc. PMI real estate, etc. PMI composite PMI real estate
PMI computers PMI composite EC consumer confidence PMI composite
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Tableȱ17:ȱRMSEȱ–ȱIndustryȱ(excludingȱconstruction)ȱ
M2 NQ M3 NQ M1 CQ M2 CQ M3 CQ M1 LQ M2 LQ NQ CQ LQ U
Monthly equations
Equ1 0.469 0.421 0.422 0.384 0.309 0.241 0.218 0.445 0.375 0.230 0.363
Equ2 0.470 0.422 0.423 0.387 0.311 0.243 0.219 0.447 0.377 0.231 0.365
Equ3 0.474 0.426 0.429 0.390 0.311 0.248 0.220 0.451 0.380 0.235 0.368
Equ4 0.474 0.436 0.429 0.390 0.312 0.249 0.220 0.456 0.380 0.235 0.370
Equ5 0.476 0.437 0.430 0.391 0.312 0.250 0.221 0.457 0.381 0.236 0.371
Equ6 0.478 0.438 0.431 0.392 0.312 0.250 0.222 0.458 0.381 0.236 0.372
Equ7 0.482 0.438 0.431 0.392 0.312 0.250 0.223 0.461 0.382 0.237 0.373
Equ8 0.482 0.439 0.432 0.395 0.313 0.250 0.223 0.461 0.383 0.237 0.374
Equ9 0.483 0.439 0.432 0.396 0.314 0.252 0.224 0.462 0.384 0.238 0.375
Equ10 0.483 0.440 0.432 0.397 0.315 0.252 0.225 0.462 0.385 0.239 0.375
Avg 0.476 0.433 0.417 0.373 0.311 0.247 0.219 0.455 0.370 0.234 0.365
Quarterly equations
NQ NQ CQ CQ CQ LQ LQ NQ CQ LQ U
Equ1 0.490 0.421 0.451 0.396 0.362 0.241 0.218 0.457 0.405 0.230 0.381
Equ2 0.470 0.445 0.438 0.405 0.374 0.243 0.220 0.458 0.407 0.232 0.382
Equ3 0.491 0.422 0.464 0.413 0.339 0.250 0.220 0.458 0.408 0.236 0.384
Equ4 0.469 0.447 0.453 0.407 0.361 0.250 0.222 0.458 0.409 0.236 0.384
Equ5 0.490 0.426 0.444 0.423 0.357 0.248 0.224 0.459 0.410 0.237 0.385
Equ6 0.474 0.454 0.492 0.391 0.338 0.249 0.226 0.464 0.412 0.238 0.388
Equ7 0.474 0.454 0.489 0.417 0.313 0.253 0.223 0.464 0.412 0.238 0.388
Equ8 0.476 0.464 0.457 0.422 0.353 0.250 0.225 0.470 0.413 0.238 0.390
Equ9 0.478 0.463 0.446 0.417 0.374 0.254 0.223 0.471 0.414 0.239 0.391
Equ10 0.483 0.459 0.461 0.421 0.351 0.250 0.227 0.471 0.414 0.239 0.391
Avg 0.477 0.439 0.444 0.397 0.331 0.247 0.221 0.458 0.394 0.234 0.377
Uniform equations
UUUUUUUUUUU
Equ1 0.559 0.506 0.450 0.424 0.363 0.361 0.307 0.533 0.414 0.335 0.432
Equ2 0.565 0.503 0.457 0.422 0.353 0.334 0.347 0.535 0.413 0.341 0.434
Equ3 0.557 0.507 0.449 0.430 0.375 0.362 0.320 0.532 0.419 0.342 0.435
Equ4 0.549 0.515 0.469 0.438 0.375 0.355 0.300 0.532 0.429 0.329 0.437
Equ5 0.559 0.514 0.465 0.426 0.372 0.368 0.302 0.537 0.423 0.337 0.437
Equ6 0.594 0.529 0.464 0.413 0.339 0.355 0.297 0.563 0.408 0.327 0.439
Equ7 0.548 0.516 0.466 0.441 0.383 0.361 0.307 0.532 0.432 0.335 0.439
Equ8 0.580 0.523 0.473 0.430 0.348 0.325 0.327 0.552 0.420 0.326 0.439
Equ9 0.557 0.512 0.460 0.426 0.374 0.379 0.319 0.535 0.422 0.350 0.439
Equ10 0.564 0.520 0.470 0.431 0.368 0.358 0.310 0.543 0.425 0.335 0.440
Avg 0.561 0.512 0.458 0.424 0.359 0.347 0.298 0.537 0.416 0.324 0.432
Benchmark models
AR1 0.581 0.581 0.581 0.581 0.567 0.567 0.567 0.581 0.576 0.567 0.575
AR4 0.618 0.595 0.595 0.595 0.570 0.570 0.570 0.606 0.587 0.570 0.588
naïve 0.780 0.777 0.777 0.777 0.715 0.715 0.715 0.778 0.757 0.715 0.751
avg 95-07 0.586 0.586 0.586 0.586 0.586 0.586 0.586 0.586 0.586 0.586 0.586 ȱ53
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Tableȱ18:ȱRMSEȱ–ȱConstructionȱ
M2 NQ M3 NQ M1 CQ M2 CQ M3 CQ M1 LQ M2 LQ NQ CQ LQ U
Monthly equations
Equ1 0.816 0.824 0.773 0.782 0.632 0.594 0.529 0.820 0.732 0.563 0.716
Equ2 0.837 0.825 0.784 0.782 0.636 0.628 0.573 0.831 0.737 0.601 0.730
Equ3 0.835 0.826 0.789 0.786 0.647 0.629 0.576 0.830 0.744 0.603 0.734
Equ4 0.836 0.827 0.796 0.794 0.650 0.632 0.585 0.832 0.749 0.609 0.738
Equ5 0.826 0.829 0.797 0.799 0.652 0.635 0.588 0.827 0.753 0.612 0.739
Equ6 0.825 0.830 0.798 0.801 0.654 0.636 0.594 0.828 0.754 0.615 0.740
Equ7 0.849 0.830 0.799 0.802 0.654 0.637 0.594 0.840 0.755 0.616 0.744
Equ8 0.842 0.831 0.799 0.803 0.654 0.641 0.596 0.836 0.755 0.619 0.744
Equ9 0.843 0.832 0.799 0.803 0.655 0.642 0.597 0.837 0.755 0.620 0.745
Equ10 0.827 0.832 0.800 0.803 0.655 0.643 0.598 0.830 0.756 0.621 0.743
Avg 0.826 0.822 0.775 0.790 0.640 0.621 0.502 0.824 0.738 0.564 0.720
Quarterly equations
NQ NQ CQ CQ CQ LQ LQ NQ CQ LQ U
Equ1 0.825 0.825 0.773 0.863 0.740 0.594 0.576 0.825 0.794 0.585 0.750
Equ2 0.816 0.835 0.799 0.799 0.801 0.632 0.585 0.825 0.800 0.609 0.758
Equ3 0.826 0.830 0.797 0.801 0.801 0.629 0.606 0.828 0.800 0.617 0.761
Equ4 0.831 0.824 0.789 0.805 0.812 0.642 0.594 0.827 0.802 0.619 0.762
Equ5 0.836 0.834 0.805 0.794 0.810 0.628 0.616 0.835 0.803 0.622 0.766
Equ6 0.835 0.834 0.799 0.809 0.805 0.637 0.609 0.834 0.804 0.623 0.766
Equ7 0.837 0.835 0.803 0.803 0.808 0.644 0.603 0.836 0.804 0.624 0.767
Equ8 0.841 0.827 0.803 0.803 0.808 0.649 0.600 0.834 0.805 0.625 0.767
Equ9 0.827 0.834 0.815 0.782 0.817 0.651 0.600 0.830 0.805 0.626 0.766
Equ10 0.840 0.830 0.803 0.802 0.810 0.651 0.605 0.835 0.805 0.629 0.768
Avg 0.824 0.824 0.789 0.792 0.791 0.624 0.580 0.824 0.791 0.602 0.752
Uniform equations
UUUUUUUUUUU
Equ1 0.849 0.836 0.789 0.805 0.812 0.785 0.785 0.842 0.802 0.785 0.809
Equ2 0.923 0.938 0.891 0.889 0.685 0.653 0.632 0.931 0.827 0.642 0.812
Equ3 0.906 0.898 0.773 0.863 0.740 0.729 0.729 0.902 0.794 0.729 0.809
Equ4 0.846 0.838 0.796 0.812 0.825 0.785 0.785 0.842 0.811 0.785 0.813
Equ5 0.833 0.837 0.822 0.826 0.827 0.797 0.778 0.835 0.825 0.788 0.817
Equ6 0.874 0.851 0.805 0.794 0.810 0.814 0.772 0.863 0.803 0.794 0.818
Equ7 0.884 0.845 0.799 0.799 0.801 0.801 0.801 0.864 0.800 0.801 0.819
Equ8 0.926 0.935 0.900 0.873 0.707 0.690 0.662 0.931 0.831 0.676 0.821
Equ9 0.888 0.849 0.797 0.801 0.801 0.800 0.800 0.869 0.800 0.800 0.820
Equ10 0.871 0.897 0.830 0.840 0.778 0.752 0.752 0.884 0.816 0.752 0.819
Avg 0.847 0.836 0.781 0.782 0.734 0.714 0.703 0.841 0.766 0.708 0.773
Benchmark models
AR1 1.077 1.044 1.044 1.044 1.092 1.092 1.092 1.061 1.061 1.092 1.070
AR4 1.109 1.104 1.104 1.104 1.134 1.134 1.134 1.106 1.114 1.134 1.118
naïve 1.361 1.324 1.324 1.324 1.582 1.582 1.582 1.343 1.415 1.582 1.445
avg 95-07 1.121 1.121 1.121 1.121 1.121 1.121 1.121 1.121 1.121 1.121 1.121 ȱ
ȱ54
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Tableȱ19:ȱRMSEȱ–ȱServicesȱ–ȱdirectȱapproachȱ
M2 NQ M3 NQ M1 CQ M2 CQ M3 CQ M1 LQ M2 LQ NQ CQ LQ U
Monthly equations
Equ1 0.157 0.150 0.131 0.127 0.116 0.118 0.118 0.153 0.125 0.118 0.132
Equ2 0.163 0.150 0.134 0.127 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.156 0.126 0.118 0.134
Equ3 0.164 0.150 0.134 0.127 0.119 0.119 0.119 0.157 0.127 0.119 0.134
Equ4 0.165 0.150 0.134 0.128 0.119 0.119 0.119 0.157 0.127 0.119 0.134
Equ5 0.164 0.150 0.134 0.128 0.119 0.120 0.119 0.157 0.127 0.120 0.135
Equ6 0.164 0.151 0.134 0.128 0.120 0.120 0.119 0.158 0.128 0.120 0.135
Equ7 0.164 0.151 0.135 0.128 0.120 0.121 0.120 0.158 0.128 0.120 0.135
Equ8 0.164 0.151 0.135 0.128 0.121 0.121 0.120 0.158 0.128 0.121 0.135
Equ9 0.164 0.152 0.135 0.129 0.121 0.121 0.120 0.158 0.128 0.121 0.136
Equ10 0.159 0.152 0.135 0.129 0.121 0.121 0.121 0.155 0.129 0.121 0.135
Avg 0.159 0.147 0.131 0.122 0.116 0.115 0.114 0.153 0.123 0.114 0.130
Quarterly equations
NQ NQ CQ CQ CQ LQ LQ NQ CQ LQ U
Equ1 0.163 0.154 0.135 0.129 0.120 0.118 0.118 0.158 0.128 0.118 0.135
Equ2 0.165 0.152 0.138 0.128 0.119 0.118 0.118 0.159 0.129 0.118 0.135
Equ3 0.169 0.154 0.139 0.128 0.120 0.119 0.119 0.162 0.129 0.119 0.137
Equ4 0.166 0.154 0.139 0.128 0.121 0.119 0.119 0.160 0.129 0.119 0.136
Equ5 0.165 0.156 0.137 0.127 0.124 0.120 0.120 0.160 0.130 0.120 0.137
Equ6 0.165 0.155 0.143 0.127 0.118 0.120 0.120 0.160 0.130 0.120 0.137
Equ7 0.164 0.156 0.143 0.127 0.119 0.121 0.121 0.160 0.130 0.121 0.137
Equ8 0.159 0.156 0.143 0.130 0.121 0.121 0.121 0.158 0.132 0.121 0.137
Equ9 0.168 0.150 0.146 0.132 0.116 0.121 0.121 0.159 0.132 0.121 0.137
Equ10 0.166 0.156 0.148 0.131 0.121 0.121 0.121 0.161 0.134 0.121 0.139
Avg 0.161 0.151 0.139 0.126 0.117 0.115 0.115 0.156 0.128 0.115 0.133
Uniform equations
UUUUUUUUUUU
Equ1 0.171 0.168 0.143 0.130 0.121 0.125 0.125 0.169 0.132 0.125 0.142
Equ2 0.175 0.169 0.146 0.132 0.116 0.122 0.122 0.172 0.132 0.122 0.142
Equ3 0.186 0.168 0.135 0.129 0.120 0.127 0.127 0.177 0.128 0.127 0.143
Equ4 0.178 0.173 0.148 0.135 0.119 0.120 0.120 0.175 0.134 0.120 0.144
Equ5 0.179 0.168 0.139 0.128 0.121 0.131 0.131 0.174 0.129 0.131 0.144
Equ6 0.181 0.171 0.138 0.128 0.119 0.130 0.130 0.176 0.129 0.130 0.144
Equ7 0.189 0.169 0.139 0.128 0.120 0.126 0.126 0.179 0.129 0.126 0.144
Equ8 0.182 0.168 0.137 0.127 0.124 0.132 0.133 0.175 0.130 0.132 0.145
Equ9 0.190 0.172 0.143 0.127 0.118 0.126 0.126 0.181 0.130 0.126 0.145
Equ10 0.187 0.179 0.143 0.127 0.119 0.126 0.126 0.183 0.130 0.126 0.146
Avg 0.181 0.169 0.139 0.126 0.117 0.124 0.124 0.175 0.128 0.124 0.142
Benchmark models
AR1 0.201 0.202 0.202 0.202 0.197 0.197 0.197 0.201 0.200 0.197 0.200
AR4 0.183 0.199 0.199 0.199 0.192 0.192 0.192 0.191 0.197 0.192 0.194
naïve 0.222 0.253 0.253 0.253 0.234 0.234 0.234 0.238 0.247 0.234 0.241
avg 95-07 0.226 0.226 0.226 0.226 0.226 0.226 0.226 0.226 0.226 0.226 0.226 ȱ55
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Tableȱ20:ȱRMSEȱȬȱTradeȱandȱtransportationȱservicesȱ
M2 NQ M3 NQ M1 CQ M2 CQ M3 CQ M1 LQ M2 LQ NQ CQ LQ U
Monthly equations
Equ1 0.279 0.261 0.265 0.246 0.224 0.215 0.215 0.270 0.245 0.215 0.245
Equ2 0.280 0.267 0.271 0.249 0.224 0.216 0.216 0.273 0.249 0.216 0.247
Equ3 0.279 0.267 0.273 0.250 0.224 0.217 0.217 0.273 0.250 0.217 0.248
Equ4 0.280 0.267 0.273 0.253 0.225 0.217 0.217 0.273 0.251 0.217 0.249
Equ5 0.280 0.267 0.275 0.255 0.229 0.217 0.217 0.274 0.254 0.217 0.250
Equ6 0.281 0.267 0.275 0.255 0.234 0.226 0.221 0.274 0.255 0.223 0.252
Equ7 0.280 0.268 0.275 0.256 0.234 0.227 0.222 0.274 0.256 0.224 0.253
Equ8 0.280 0.269 0.275 0.256 0.242 0.228 0.224 0.274 0.258 0.226 0.254
Equ9 0.282 0.270 0.276 0.258 0.242 0.229 0.226 0.276 0.259 0.227 0.255
Equ10 0.282 0.270 0.276 0.258 0.245 0.229 0.228 0.276 0.260 0.229 0.256
Avg 0.269 0.257 0.266 0.247 0.217 0.204 0.207 0.263 0.244 0.206 0.240
Quarterly equations
NQ NQ CQ CQ CQ LQ LQ NQ CQ LQ U
Equ1 0.284 0.267 0.277 0.249 0.271 0.215 0.215 0.276 0.266 0.215 0.255
Equ2 0.289 0.261 0.282 0.253 0.271 0.216 0.216 0.276 0.269 0.216 0.257
Equ3 0.285 0.267 0.278 0.255 0.279 0.217 0.217 0.276 0.271 0.217 0.258
Equ4 0.284 0.268 0.285 0.266 0.262 0.217 0.217 0.276 0.271 0.217 0.258
Equ5 0.288 0.267 0.284 0.261 0.271 0.217 0.217 0.278 0.272 0.217 0.259
Equ6 0.279 0.275 0.275 0.262 0.279 0.227 0.221 0.277 0.272 0.224 0.261
Equ7 0.283 0.273 0.290 0.265 0.260 0.228 0.222 0.278 0.272 0.225 0.261
Equ8 0.282 0.274 0.287 0.246 0.283 0.226 0.226 0.278 0.273 0.226 0.262
Equ9 0.285 0.271 0.285 0.258 0.275 0.231 0.224 0.278 0.273 0.228 0.262
Equ10 0.283 0.273 0.285 0.258 0.275 0.229 0.229 0.278 0.273 0.229 0.263
Avg 0.278 0.263 0.276 0.250 0.266 0.205 0.206 0.271 0.264 0.205 0.251
Uniform equations
UUUUUUUUUUU
Equ1 0.293 0.270 0.277 0.249 0.271 0.272 0.272 0.282 0.266 0.272 0.272
Equ2 0.295 0.287 0.285 0.266 0.262 0.253 0.253 0.291 0.271 0.253 0.272
Equ3 0.295 0.272 0.282 0.253 0.271 0.271 0.271 0.284 0.269 0.271 0.274
Equ4 0.302 0.291 0.290 0.265 0.260 0.250 0.250 0.297 0.272 0.250 0.273
Equ5 0.300 0.286 0.284 0.261 0.271 0.262 0.262 0.293 0.272 0.262 0.275
Equ6 0.302 0.290 0.289 0.263 0.267 0.268 0.246 0.296 0.273 0.257 0.276
Equ7 0.291 0.271 0.285 0.258 0.275 0.276 0.276 0.281 0.273 0.276 0.276
Equ8 0.291 0.271 0.285 0.258 0.275 0.276 0.276 0.281 0.273 0.276 0.276
Equ9 0.294 0.284 0.282 0.264 0.275 0.267 0.267 0.289 0.274 0.267 0.276
Equ10 0.284 0.268 0.298 0.275 0.267 0.270 0.270 0.276 0.281 0.270 0.276
Avg 0.292 0.275 0.281 0.256 0.264 0.261 0.259 0.283 0.268 0.260 0.270
Benchmark models
AR1 0.376 0.379 0.379 0.379 0.384 0.384 0.384 0.378 0.380 0.384 0.381
AR4 0.375 0.392 0.392 0.392 0.392 0.392 0.392 0.383 0.392 0.392 0.389
naïve 0.415 0.495 0.495 0.495 0.488 0.488 0.488 0.456 0.492 0.488 0.481
avg 95-07 0.404 0.404 0.404 0.404 0.404 0.404 0.404 0.404 0.404 0.404 0.404 ȱ56
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Tableȱ21:ȱRMSEȱȬȱFinancialȱandȱbusinessȱservicesȱ
M2 NQ M3 NQ M1 CQ M2 CQ M3 CQ M1 LQ M2 LQ NQ CQ LQ U
Monthly equations
Equ1 0.295 0.286 0.243 0.248 0.232 0.231 0.231 0.290 0.241 0.231 0.253
Equ2 0.295 0.288 0.259 0.252 0.238 0.244 0.245 0.292 0.250 0.245 0.261
Equ3 0.296 0.288 0.266 0.258 0.242 0.246 0.246 0.292 0.256 0.246 0.264
Equ4 0.296 0.288 0.267 0.258 0.243 0.248 0.247 0.292 0.256 0.248 0.265
Equ5 0.296 0.288 0.270 0.260 0.244 0.248 0.248 0.292 0.258 0.248 0.266
Equ6 0.296 0.290 0.271 0.263 0.246 0.248 0.248 0.293 0.260 0.248 0.267
Equ7 0.296 0.290 0.272 0.263 0.246 0.249 0.248 0.293 0.260 0.248 0.267
Equ8 0.296 0.291 0.272 0.263 0.246 0.249 0.249 0.294 0.260 0.249 0.267
Equ9 0.296 0.291 0.272 0.263 0.246 0.249 0.249 0.294 0.261 0.249 0.267
Equ10 0.296 0.291 0.272 0.263 0.248 0.250 0.250 0.294 0.261 0.250 0.268
Avg 0.295 0.288 0.256 0.253 0.232 0.239 0.239 0.291 0.247 0.239 0.258
Quarterly equations
NQ NQ CQ CQ CQ LQ LQ NQ CQ LQ U
Equ1 0.297 0.286 0.266 0.248 0.238 0.231 0.231 0.292 0.251 0.231 0.258
Equ2 0.296 0.288 0.243 0.291 0.232 0.244 0.247 0.292 0.257 0.246 0.264
Equ3 0.295 0.288 0.276 0.252 0.243 0.246 0.246 0.292 0.257 0.246 0.265
Equ4 0.298 0.288 0.259 0.274 0.242 0.249 0.245 0.293 0.258 0.247 0.266
Equ5 0.296 0.290 0.267 0.260 0.251 0.248 0.248 0.293 0.259 0.248 0.266
Equ6 0.296 0.292 0.281 0.258 0.246 0.248 0.248 0.294 0.262 0.248 0.268
Equ7 0.297 0.290 0.271 0.266 0.251 0.248 0.248 0.294 0.263 0.248 0.268
Equ8 0.301 0.288 0.270 0.267 0.251 0.249 0.249 0.294 0.263 0.249 0.268
Equ9 0.297 0.292 0.285 0.258 0.246 0.249 0.249 0.294 0.264 0.249 0.269
Equ10 0.298 0.292 0.272 0.268 0.253 0.250 0.250 0.295 0.264 0.250 0.269
Avg 0.296 0.288 0.260 0.256 0.235 0.239 0.239 0.292 0.250 0.239 0.260
Uniform equations
UUUUUUUUUUU
Equ1 0.325 0.326 0.266 0.248 0.238 0.258 0.258 0.325 0.251 0.258 0.276
Equ2 0.304 0.291 0.278 0.270 0.267 0.268 0.268 0.297 0.272 0.268 0.278
Equ3 0.326 0.319 0.276 0.252 0.243 0.261 0.261 0.323 0.257 0.261 0.279
Equ4 0.305 0.320 0.270 0.267 0.251 0.265 0.265 0.312 0.263 0.265 0.279
Equ5 0.313 0.317 0.273 0.263 0.258 0.262 0.262 0.315 0.264 0.262 0.279
Equ6 0.308 0.323 0.271 0.266 0.251 0.264 0.264 0.315 0.263 0.264 0.279
Equ7 0.308 0.317 0.272 0.268 0.253 0.265 0.265 0.312 0.264 0.265 0.279
Equ8 0.327 0.305 0.287 0.265 0.249 0.256 0.256 0.316 0.268 0.256 0.279
Equ9 0.304 0.314 0.273 0.271 0.254 0.268 0.268 0.309 0.266 0.268 0.279
Equ10 0.302 0.318 0.272 0.270 0.256 0.268 0.268 0.310 0.266 0.268 0.280
Avg 0.305 0.309 0.269 0.259 0.247 0.260 0.260 0.307 0.258 0.260 0.274
Benchmark models
AR1 0.331 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.330 0.331 0.330 0.330 0.330
AR4 0.302 0.306 0.306 0.306 0.306 0.306 0.306 0.304 0.306 0.306 0.305
naïve 0.389 0.425 0.425 0.425 0.462 0.462 0.462 0.407 0.438 0.462 0.437
avg 95-07 0.351 0.351 0.351 0.351 0.351 0.351 0.351 0.351 0.351 0.351 0.351 ȱ57
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Tableȱ22:ȱRMSEȱ–ȱOtherȱservicesȱ
   U 
Lag  3 of dep. var. and dlog of 




avg 95-07  0.154 
ȱ
Tableȱ23:ȱRMSEȱ–ȱAgricultureȱ
   U 
AR4 with dummies for 2004Q1 




avg 95-07  2.659 
ȱ
Tableȱ24:ȱRMSEȱ–ȱTaxesȱlessȱsubsidiesȱonȱproductsȱȱ




avg 95-07  0.744 
ȱ58
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Tableȱ25:ȱRMSEȱ–ȱServicesȱ–ȱindirectȱ(bottomȬup)ȱapproachȱ
M2 NQ M3 NQ M1 CQ M2 CQ M3 CQ M1 LQ M2 LQ NQ CQ LQ U
Monthly equations
Equ1 0.161 0.150 0.129 0.131 0.123 0.119 0.119 0.156 0.128 0.119 0.134
Equ2 0.152 0.153 0.147 0.129 0.128 0.122 0.123 0.153 0.135 0.122 0.137
Equ3 0.167 0.156 0.134 0.135 0.131 0.118 0.118 0.162 0.133 0.118 0.138
Equ4 0.160 0.151 0.136 0.130 0.129 0.125 0.125 0.155 0.132 0.125 0.137
Equ5 0.162 0.150 0.142 0.132 0.126 0.124 0.125 0.156 0.134 0.124 0.138
Equ6 0.164 0.160 0.140 0.129 0.129 0.119 0.126 0.162 0.133 0.122 0.139
Equ7 0.166 0.152 0.138 0.140 0.122 0.134 0.125 0.159 0.134 0.129 0.140
Equ8 0.163 0.155 0.132 0.137 0.118 0.129 0.126 0.159 0.129 0.127 0.138
Equ9 0.165 0.148 0.141 0.136 0.137 0.123 0.119 0.157 0.138 0.121 0.139
Equ10 0.166 0.154 0.139 0.129 0.125 0.125 0.122 0.160 0.131 0.124 0.138
Avg 0.161 0.151 0.133 0.130 0.121 0.119 0.119 0.156 0.128 0.119 0.134
Quarterly equations
NQ NQ CQ CQ CQ LQ LQ NQ CQ LQ U
Equ1 0.163 0.149 0.144 0.126 0.130 0.119 0.119 0.156 0.134 0.119 0.137
Equ2 0.164 0.151 0.138 0.128 0.123 0.122 0.123 0.158 0.130 0.122 0.136
Equ3 0.166 0.155 0.141 0.136 0.132 0.118 0.118 0.161 0.137 0.118 0.139
Equ4 0.164 0.151 0.146 0.130 0.129 0.127 0.125 0.157 0.135 0.126 0.140
Equ5 0.168 0.160 0.138 0.127 0.127 0.125 0.125 0.164 0.131 0.125 0.139
Equ6 0.165 0.155 0.146 0.135 0.133 0.132 0.126 0.160 0.138 0.129 0.142
Equ7 0.166 0.154 0.149 0.127 0.128 0.130 0.125 0.160 0.135 0.127 0.141
Equ8 0.164 0.152 0.137 0.132 0.128 0.119 0.119 0.158 0.132 0.119 0.137
Equ9 0.165 0.155 0.156 0.132 0.133 0.131 0.126 0.160 0.141 0.128 0.143
Equ10 0.164 0.154 0.149 0.129 0.132 0.123 0.123 0.159 0.137 0.123 0.140
Avg 0.164 0.152 0.140 0.126 0.125 0.120 0.118 0.158 0.131 0.119 0.136
Uniform equations
UUUUUUUUUUU
Equ1 0.174 0.165 0.144 0.126 0.130 0.133 0.133 0.170 0.134 0.133 0.145
Equ2 0.168 0.163 0.146 0.128 0.132 0.131 0.131 0.166 0.136 0.131 0.144
Equ3 0.177 0.163 0.149 0.130 0.133 0.136 0.136 0.170 0.138 0.136 0.147
Equ4 0.176 0.179 0.148 0.126 0.128 0.128 0.128 0.178 0.134 0.128 0.147
Equ5 0.173 0.170 0.142 0.125 0.128 0.126 0.126 0.171 0.132 0.126 0.143
Equ6 0.176 0.177 0.147 0.126 0.123 0.139 0.129 0.177 0.132 0.134 0.147
Equ7 0.167 0.164 0.149 0.129 0.132 0.134 0.134 0.165 0.137 0.134 0.145
Equ8 0.163 0.151 0.151 0.133 0.136 0.137 0.137 0.157 0.140 0.137 0.144
Equ9 0.170 0.174 0.147 0.127 0.128 0.128 0.128 0.172 0.134 0.128 0.144
Equ10 0.167 0.165 0.153 0.134 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.166 0.140 0.133 0.146
Avg 0.169 0.165 0.145 0.126 0.128 0.130 0.129 0.167 0.133 0.130 0.143
Benchmark models
AR1 0.201 0.202 0.202 0.202 0.197 0.197 0.197 0.201 0.200 0.197 0.200
AR4 0.183 0.199 0.199 0.199 0.192 0.192 0.192 0.191 0.197 0.192 0.194
naïve 0.222 0.253 0.253 0.253 0.234 0.234 0.234 0.238 0.247 0.234 0.241
avg 95-07 0.226 0.226 0.226 0.226 0.226 0.226 0.226 0.226 0.226 0.226 0.226 ȱ
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Tableȱ26:ȱRMSEȱ–ȱGDPȱwithȱdirectȱapproachȱforȱservicesȱ
M2 NQ M3 NQ M1 CQ M2 CQ M3 CQ M1 LQ M2 LQ NQ CQ LQ U
Monthly equations
Equ1 0.181 0.168 0.158 0.135 0.119 0.122 0.107 0.175 0.138 0.115 0.144
Equ2 0.174 0.178 0.163 0.142 0.114 0.126 0.117 0.176 0.141 0.122 0.147
Equ3 0.173 0.175 0.162 0.145 0.123 0.117 0.110 0.174 0.144 0.113 0.146
Equ4 0.176 0.177 0.159 0.143 0.123 0.120 0.114 0.177 0.143 0.117 0.147
Equ5 0.177 0.173 0.158 0.140 0.125 0.121 0.106 0.175 0.142 0.114 0.145
Equ6 0.177 0.176 0.160 0.143 0.117 0.125 0.111 0.176 0.141 0.118 0.146
Equ7 0.181 0.170 0.153 0.145 0.121 0.125 0.109 0.176 0.140 0.117 0.145
Equ8 0.172 0.173 0.165 0.149 0.125 0.123 0.096 0.173 0.147 0.111 0.146
Equ9 0.178 0.177 0.163 0.142 0.120 0.124 0.105 0.178 0.143 0.115 0.147
Equ10 0.182 0.173 0.161 0.142 0.118 0.123 0.109 0.178 0.142 0.116 0.146
Avg 0.176 0.173 0.158 0.139 0.119 0.120 0.105 0.174 0.140 0.113 0.144
Quarterly equations
NQ NQ CQ CQ CQ LQ LQ NQ CQ LQ U
Equ1 0.176 0.166 0.158 0.143 0.138 0.122 0.115 0.171 0.146 0.119 0.147
Equ2 0.176 0.165 0.160 0.147 0.143 0.125 0.118 0.171 0.150 0.122 0.149
Equ3 0.177 0.166 0.163 0.151 0.129 0.120 0.111 0.171 0.148 0.116 0.147
Equ4 0.175 0.164 0.157 0.143 0.137 0.125 0.115 0.170 0.146 0.120 0.146
Equ5 0.178 0.168 0.158 0.145 0.139 0.117 0.110 0.173 0.148 0.114 0.147
Equ6 0.178 0.169 0.168 0.143 0.127 0.123 0.114 0.174 0.147 0.119 0.148
Equ7 0.176 0.167 0.170 0.157 0.131 0.125 0.112 0.172 0.153 0.119 0.150
Equ8 0.183 0.178 0.163 0.151 0.131 0.125 0.113 0.181 0.149 0.119 0.151
Equ9 0.190 0.178 0.163 0.147 0.139 0.126 0.114 0.184 0.150 0.120 0.153
Equ10 0.177 0.167 0.166 0.156 0.138 0.128 0.116 0.172 0.154 0.122 0.151
Avg 0.177 0.167 0.160 0.146 0.132 0.121 0.112 0.172 0.147 0.116 0.147
Uniform equations
UUUUUUUUUUU
Equ1 0.205 0.184 0.160 0.153 0.138 0.131 0.127 0.195 0.151 0.129 0.159
Equ2 0.210 0.184 0.165 0.153 0.128 0.114 0.113 0.197 0.149 0.114 0.156
Equ3 0.211 0.184 0.162 0.159 0.145 0.132 0.130 0.198 0.155 0.131 0.163
Equ4 0.202 0.184 0.162 0.157 0.142 0.134 0.128 0.193 0.154 0.131 0.160
Equ5 0.203 0.179 0.161 0.151 0.138 0.134 0.128 0.191 0.150 0.131 0.158
Equ6 0.213 0.184 0.163 0.152 0.136 0.132 0.128 0.199 0.150 0.130 0.161
Equ7 0.209 0.185 0.166 0.155 0.137 0.126 0.122 0.197 0.153 0.124 0.160
Equ8 0.210 0.184 0.164 0.152 0.126 0.111 0.109 0.198 0.148 0.110 0.155
Equ9 0.207 0.185 0.164 0.150 0.133 0.130 0.124 0.197 0.150 0.127 0.159
Equ10 0.215 0.190 0.162 0.155 0.137 0.130 0.123 0.203 0.152 0.127 0.162
Avg 0.208 0.183 0.161 0.152 0.134 0.125 0.120 0.196 0.149 0.123 0.158
Benchmark models
AR1 0.240 0.231 0.231 0.231 0.214 0.214 0.214 0.235 0.225 0.214 0.225
AR4 0.246 0.230 0.230 0.230 0.208 0.208 0.208 0.238 0.223 0.208 0.223
naïve 0.309 0.288 0.288 0.288 0.258 0.258 0.258 0.299 0.279 0.258 0.279
avg 95-07 0.249 0.249 0.249 0.249 0.249 0.249 0.249 0.249 0.249 0.249 0.249 ȱ60
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Tableȱ27:ȱRMSEȱ–ȱGDPȱwithȱindirectȱ(bottomȬup)ȱapproachȱforȱservicesȱ
M2 NQ M3 NQ M1 CQ M2 CQ M3 CQ M1 LQ M2 LQ NQ CQ LQ U
Monthly equations
Equ1 0.176 0.170 0.150 0.138 0.111 0.113 0.098 0.173 0.134 0.106 0.139
Equ2 0.172 0.173 0.162 0.139 0.118 0.119 0.110 0.173 0.141 0.114 0.144
Equ3 0.182 0.170 0.168 0.142 0.120 0.119 0.114 0.176 0.145 0.116 0.147
Equ4 0.179 0.173 0.157 0.144 0.121 0.118 0.108 0.176 0.142 0.113 0.145
Equ5 0.179 0.170 0.169 0.150 0.127 0.122 0.109 0.175 0.150 0.116 0.149
Equ6 0.182 0.177 0.171 0.144 0.124 0.120 0.111 0.180 0.148 0.116 0.150
Equ7 0.183 0.174 0.165 0.152 0.120 0.123 0.107 0.179 0.147 0.115 0.149
Equ8 0.178 0.173 0.160 0.148 0.130 0.126 0.101 0.176 0.146 0.114 0.147
Equ9 0.184 0.174 0.173 0.150 0.130 0.118 0.103 0.179 0.152 0.111 0.150
Equ10 0.183 0.175 0.170 0.133 0.129 0.121 0.105 0.179 0.145 0.113 0.148
Avg 0.179 0.172 0.162 0.141 0.121 0.118 0.103 0.176 0.142 0.111 0.145
Quarterly equations
NQ NQ CQ CQ CQ LQ LQ NQ CQ LQ U
Equ1 0.181 0.171 0.170 0.146 0.149 0.113 0.102 0.176 0.155 0.108 0.150
Equ2 0.185 0.171 0.161 0.145 0.144 0.118 0.107 0.178 0.150 0.112 0.149
Equ3 0.184 0.174 0.166 0.161 0.149 0.123 0.115 0.179 0.159 0.119 0.155
Equ4 0.177 0.167 0.169 0.157 0.156 0.122 0.107 0.172 0.160 0.114 0.152
Equ5 0.186 0.175 0.171 0.160 0.158 0.118 0.108 0.180 0.163 0.113 0.156
Equ6 0.181 0.170 0.164 0.142 0.139 0.122 0.106 0.176 0.149 0.115 0.149
Equ7 0.184 0.173 0.180 0.164 0.146 0.125 0.108 0.178 0.164 0.116 0.156
Equ8 0.181 0.173 0.169 0.163 0.152 0.123 0.111 0.177 0.161 0.117 0.155
Equ9 0.184 0.178 0.176 0.153 0.151 0.127 0.108 0.181 0.160 0.118 0.156
Equ10 0.184 0.174 0.175 0.162 0.156 0.123 0.111 0.179 0.165 0.117 0.157
Avg 0.182 0.171 0.167 0.153 0.146 0.119 0.106 0.177 0.155 0.113 0.151
Uniform equations
UUUUUUUUUUU
Equ1 0.206 0.189 0.174 0.164 0.158 0.151 0.144 0.197 0.165 0.147 0.170
Equ2 0.210 0.191 0.172 0.162 0.140 0.126 0.125 0.200 0.158 0.125 0.164
Equ3 0.210 0.186 0.173 0.161 0.155 0.144 0.142 0.198 0.163 0.143 0.169
Equ4 0.207 0.201 0.179 0.167 0.159 0.149 0.141 0.204 0.168 0.145 0.173
Equ5 0.206 0.192 0.171 0.163 0.156 0.149 0.139 0.199 0.163 0.144 0.169
Equ6 0.216 0.199 0.175 0.161 0.149 0.147 0.134 0.207 0.162 0.140 0.171
Equ7 0.199 0.191 0.177 0.163 0.158 0.148 0.144 0.195 0.166 0.146 0.170
Equ8 0.207 0.181 0.173 0.155 0.135 0.121 0.118 0.195 0.155 0.120 0.159
Equ9 0.203 0.195 0.174 0.164 0.158 0.152 0.146 0.199 0.166 0.149 0.172
Equ10 0.200 0.183 0.170 0.161 0.152 0.142 0.135 0.192 0.161 0.139 0.165
Avg 0.205 0.189 0.172 0.160 0.150 0.141 0.134 0.198 0.161 0.137 0.166
Benchmark models
AR1 0.240 0.231 0.231 0.231 0.214 0.214 0.214 0.235 0.225 0.214 0.225
AR4 0.246 0.230 0.230 0.230 0.208 0.208 0.208 0.238 0.223 0.208 0.223
naïve 0.309 0.288 0.288 0.288 0.258 0.258 0.258 0.299 0.279 0.258 0.279
avg 95-07 0.249 0.249 0.249 0.249 0.249 0.249 0.249 0.249 0.249 0.249 0.249 ȱ
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